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ABSTRACT
It is becoming increasingly important to facilitate the inte-
grated management of user information. Exchanging user
information across heterogeneous systems has many bene-
fits, particularly in enhancing the quality and quantity of
user information available for personalization. One common
approach to user model interoperability is the use of map-
ping tools to manually build rich executable mappings be-
tween user models. A key problem with existing approaches
is that the mapping tools are often too generic for these spe-
cialized tasks and do not provide any support to an admin-
istrator mapping in a specific domain such as user models.
This paper presents a novel approach to user model interop-
erability which lowers the complexity and provides support
to administrators in completing user model mappings. The
domain-aware approach to user model interoperability in-
corporates interchangeable domain knowledge directly into
the integration tools. This approach was implemented in a
system called FUMES which is a mapping creation and ex-
ecution environment that includes two domain-aware mech-
anisms; a canonical user model and user model mapping
types. FUMES was deployed in an integration of existing
user models and the domain-aware approach was then eval-
uated in a user study. The evaluation consisted of a direct
comparison with a generic approach to user model inter-
operability which was applied using the commercial map-
ping tool, Altova Mapforce. The results of this evaluation
demonstrate improvements in mapping accuracy and usabil-
ity when using the domain-aware approach compared to the
generic mapping approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.12 [Software Engineering]: Interoperability—Data map-
ping ; D.2.11 [Software Engineering]: Software Architec-
tures—Domain-specific architectures; H.5.4 [Information
Interfaces and Presentation]: Hypertext/Hypermedia
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1. INTRODUCTION
A vast amount of information about users is now being

accumulated within organizations and on the open web [13].
Within organizations such as those in the corporate, aca-
demic, medical or governmental domains, extensive user in-
formation is a central component of many systems. For ex-
ample, in recent surveys 90% of responding companies use
administration systems to manage human resources [24] and
79% have used or plan to use a learning management system
to manage employee educational profiles [21]. Similarly, on
the open web, users provide and manage their own infor-
mation through the many services they use. For example,
popular social networking websites such as Facebook and
LinkedIn allow users to maintain extensive personal and
professional profiles. In many cases, these various online
systems and services are gathering information about the
same user; however, this information is rarely connected
and shared due to many organizational and technological
boundaries [13]. Federating user information from multiple
sources can potentially bring many benefits to enhance the
user experience in software applications [3]. Richer and more
dynamic models of the user can be constructed [20]. Sharing
user information in this way can increase the knowledge of
the user available to each system thereby allowing improved
user-centric functionality, while at the same time reducing
repetitive user interactions [29]. Potentially, the main bene-
fit of user model federation is in the area of personalization.
In this case, richer user models allow for more tailoring of
content and services to the specific needs of each individual
user.

As with all interoperability scenarios, there are major
challenges in sharing user information effectively. Even if
the user information is accessible, the heterogeneity of the
various systems and their representations of user information
can be significant at the structural, syntactical and semantic
levels. Manual mapping techniques have often been adopted
when attempting to overcome this heterogeneity [28]. Man-
ual mapping consists of one or more mapping administrators
[19] identifying and mapping equivalent attributes between



data models often using custom-made translation scripts or
one of the many generic mapping tools available such as
Altova Mapforce [2].

However, as user models begin to exchange more expan-
sive and detailed types of user information, the mappings
that are required also become more specialized. For exam-
ple, education-based user models could exchange informa-
tion such as a user’s identification details, social connec-
tions, learning preferences, course assessments and current
competencies. This expansive user information increases the
complexity of the manual mapping task requiring mapping
administrators that possess increasingly specialized domain
knowledge. Current generic mapping approaches and tools
offer little support for domain-specific mapping tasks.

In this paper, the development and evaluation of a novel
domain-aware approach to user model interoperability is
presented. Domain-awareness is defined as the incorpora-
tion of domain-specific knowledge into generic tools and pro-
cesses to support complex tasks in a particular domain. In
this case, domain-awareness is the application of knowledge
of the user domain to support the mapping of user mod-
els. The domain-aware approach is applied in the creation
and execution of mappings in the form of two domain-aware
mechanisms, a canonical user model and user model map-
ping types, which tailor the process to the user domain. The
canonical user model is a consistent shared user model that
all mappings are created to and the user model mapping
types are mapping components specifically for creating map-
pings between user models. The application of the domain-
aware approach in a mapping-based exchange system called
FUMES is presented. Finally, a user-based evaluation of
the domain-aware approach is presented which demonstrates
improvements in mapping accuracy and usability when com-
pared to a generic mapping approach.

2. RELATED WORK
A variety of approaches to provide user model interoper-

ability have been attempted. These approaches have exam-
ined a number of key issues in this area such as the man-
agement of multiple user model exchange scenarios and the
syntactic and semantic heterogeneity of user models.

The management of user model exchange between systems
is generally performed using a centralized or distributed ap-
proach. In early systems, the completely centralized ap-
proach was the most common implementation in the form
of the user model server [11] [23]. However, its inability to
support self-contained systems led to variations on these de-
signs that were more flexible [12] [20] [17]. Some designs for
totally distributed approaches have been put forward but
implementations are less common due to the complexity in-
volved in the process [30]. Currently, the most common
implementations are hybrid approaches that take aspects of
both the distributed and centralized methods to create so-
lutions that are less difficult to develop and can support
independent, heterogeneous systems [28] [8] [14] [6].

When executing the exchange of user models, some of
the approaches identified use a pre-runtime, administrator-
initialized process [17]. Other approaches can perform the
exchange in a runtime, on-demand process [28] [12] [20] [30].
In many of the approaches the exchange is performed us-
ing complete user models, however, some implement more
complex exchange using user model fragments [20] [30] [17].

Most approaches provide support for multiple user mod-

els interoperability scenarios. An important aspect of this
is the resolution of inconsistencies such as overlap and in-
completeness of user information [3] [17]. Only a few of the
approaches provide details on how they reconcile these in-
consistencies [28] [8]. Some solutions include the removal
of repeated and conflicting information through intelligent
mappings [28]. These mappings can eliminate overlapping
information based on dates or precedence. For the prob-
lem of incompleteness, no solutions were provided by these
approaches. Some suggested that the exchange would some-
times result in partial user models, which few existing sys-
tems are capable of utilizing [28].

To provide syntactic interoperability of user models, the
adoption of a common user model format and exchange pro-
tocol is the typical solution. Some of the research approaches
use semantic web technologies such as RDF or OWL to rep-
resent the user model information [1] [28] [17] [8]. These
languages provide more explicit semantics and can be used
for additional benefits such as reasoning. However, the most
common format to represent and extract user information
from existing applications is XML [11] [16] [25]. For the
transfer protocol, the most popular method is certainly the
common adoption of web service technologies such as REST
and SOAP [12] [8] [14].

To overcome semantic heterogeneity, standardization or
mapping techniques are often used. Most of the approaches
have adopted some form of a canonical model but these have
been designed for different purposes. Several approaches use
the canonical model as the standard to which every applica-
tion should conform to provide interoperability [12] [20] [17].
This bypasses many of the semantic interoperability prob-
lems. However, many of these approaches have developed
different canonical models limiting wider interoperability.
Some approaches have used the canonical model as a basis
to perform semantic mappings from the individual systems
to a common location [28] [8]. In this way it is a means to
reduce heterogeneity between different systems and control
the number of mappings required [28]. This approach pro-
vides much greater potential for widespread interoperability
between truly heterogeneous applications. Many approaches
have developed canonical model ontologies that are based
upon the main user model specifications such as IMS LIP
[17], or else use GUMO [28] [20]. This, combined with the
adoption of RDF or OWL as the user model format, has led
to some of these approaches using ontology matching and
mapping techniques.

However, few of the approaches that acknowledged the
need for semantic mapping provide custom tools to aid the
process. Semantic integration is generally provided by either
manually writing custom integration scripts or by employing
one of the current generic schema or ontology mapping tools
available such as Altova Mapforce [2], COMA++ [4] and
PROMPT [26]. Surveys of users of these tools have found
them to be often too general and built without domain-
specific mechanisms, lacking visual displays or easy to use
tools, and not allowing for expressive enough mappings [18].
Some of the approaches mention that these tools provide
semi-automation of the mapping process [28]. However, for
the more heterogeneous user models this will likely provide
limited benefits and a complex manual mapping stage will
still be required [7].

Overall, these approaches are representative of the current
level of progress in the field of user model interoperability.



One of the key issues that emerged was the lack of domain-
specific tools to support the resolution of heterogeneity in
the user models. Current mapping tools are not easy to
use for this complex task and significant improvements in
user model interoperability can be made by improving the
integration tools and making them more suitable for domain-
specific tasks.

3. DOMAIN-AWARE USER MODEL INTER-
OPERABILITY

The domain-aware approach incorporates domain-specific
knowledge into generic tools and processes to support com-
plex tasks in a particular domain. To apply this approach to
user model interoperability, knowledge of the user domain is
leveraged to support the mapping of the user models. The
domain-aware approach is applied in the creation and exe-
cution of mappings in the form of two domain-aware mecha-
nisms. These mechanisms, a canonical user model and user
model mapping types, tailor the process to the user domain.
The canonical user model is a shared user model represen-
tation that all mappings are created to and the user model
mapping types are mapping components that are specifi-
cally designed for mapping user information and facilitating
reuse. Both of these mechanisms were selected as they allow
the addition of domain-awareness in key areas of the map-
ping process but do not significantly restrict the tool to a
single domain; allowing rapid interchangeability to reuse the
tools in other domains.

Some examples of other potential domain-aware mecha-
nisms include a mapping visualization designed specifically
for user model information or a specialized user model match-
ing algorithm that derives suggestions for mappings between
user models. However, in contrast with the two chosen
mechanisms, these mechanisms would restrict the tool to
the user model domain and require significant development
effort to apply the tool in other domains. In the following
sections, both of the chosen domain-aware mechanisms are
described in more detail.

3.1 Canonical User Model
As a single user model standard has yet to gain widespread

adoption, much research has been conducted into other meth-
ods to overcome heterogeneity. One approach that is com-
mon in other areas, such as the federation of database sys-
tems, is the provision of mappings. Mapping consists of
creating direct associations between equivalent elements of
individual data models. Figure 1 shows the direct mapping
approach using four user models as an example. In this case,
mappings are created from user model 1 to user model 2, 3
and 4 directly. Similarly, the remaining user models are all
mapped to each other in this approach. For data translation,
these mappings can be executed to transform the relevant
data between different user model representations.

A variation of this approach takes aspects of both stan-
dardization and mapping to provide canonical model map-
ping. In this form, mappings are created from each user
model solely to a canonical model, which provides a com-
mon representation of user model concepts. This approach
is also shown in Figure 1. For data translation, the map-
pings can be executed to transform data into a canonical
representation before transforming into the chosen target
user model representation.
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Figure 1: Direct and canonical mapping approaches

There are advantages and disadvantages to both approaches.
One of the key issues is the quantity of mappings required
by each approach. In the direct mapping approach, each
user model is directly mapped to every other. Each time a
new system is added to an interoperability scenario the num-
ber of bi-directional mappings sets required will correspond
to the number of previously mapped systems. Thus, the
total number of mapping sets required will increase every
time a new system is added. The canonical model map-
ping approach results in the number of mapping sets being
controlled. Each time a new application is added it only
requires one bi-directional mapping to the canonical model.
It is then, as a result of previous mappings to the canonical
model, mapped to every other application automatically.

The quantity of mappings required raises a number of
related issues. If the mappings are manually created the
workload for an administrator is less when using a canonical
model mapping approach rather than a direct mapping ap-
proach. The maintenance of the mappings is also affected.
If the source user models are edited, the number of map-
pings to be changed is less in the canonical model mapping
approach than in the direct mapping approach. The perfor-
mance of the execution of the mappings can also be impacted
upon by the quantity of mappings. As a result, the direct
mapping approach is potentially slower than the canonical
model approach to execute mappings for data exchange pur-
poses.

However, the canonical model mapping approach produces
new issues not present in the direct mapping approach. As a
complete user model representation is infeasible, the canoni-
cal model must be editable and extensible to support a wide
variety of user information. This raises the issues of evo-
lution and management of the canonical model over time.
Changes to the structure of the canonical model could poten-
tially require changes to multiple existing mappings. This
requirement for extensibility could also be a benefit of the
canonical model approach as it provides more flexibility and
is not as constrained as a standardized user model such as
the IMS Learner Information Package (LIP) [22].

This research is focused on the application of domain-
aware mechanisms to the creation and execution of map-
pings for the purpose of user model interoperability. As a
result, the canonical model approach has been adopted for
a number of key reasons.

In the creation of mappings, the canonical model approach
can be used within a manual mapping tool. Using a canoni-
cal model provides consistency across multiple mapping cre-



ation scenarios and as a result can allow the visualization
to be clearer and easier to navigate. This can potentially
improve the manual mapping process for the administrator.

In the execution of mappings, the use of a canonical model
also provides benefits in the automatic exchange of user
models. The canonical model provides control of the num-
ber of mappings required in multi-system interoperability
scenarios. It potentially makes the integration of a new user
model much easier as a single mapping set to the canonical
model is required. The lower number of mappings could also
improve the overall performance of the user model interop-
erability.

3.2 User Model Mapping Types
Many generic mapping types have been developed to over-

come heterogeneity issues and are commonly used in many
mapping tools [2]. However to date, no mapping types have
been developed that focus on common mapping problems in
a specific domain such as user models. The development of
user model mapping types is another method where domain-
awareness can be applied to a commonly generic process.

From examining sample user information from a variety
of educational web systems such as Sakai [27], Moodle [25],
AHA! [16], CUMULATE [11] and APeLS [15] a set of com-
mon user model mapping types in the educational domain
have been derived. These user model mapping types consist
of core generic mapping types, which are equivalent to those
in many other generic integration tools such as Mapforce,
but they are combined with domain-specific information to
provide an administrator with a selection of mappings that
are specifically for heterogeneous user models. In the fol-
lowing sections, some of the most common generic mapping
types are explained and in Table 1 examples of how they
can be used to form user model mapping types are given.

Schema mappings are the most basic form of generic map-
ping and are created between the equivalent schema ele-
ments of two user models. Instance mappings allow more
complex mapping of specific instance data from user model
elements. Functional mappings allow generic manipulation
of instance data in an exchange between user model schema
elements. Types include numeric mappings which allow
mathematical manipulation of numerical data, format con-
versions which allow manipulation of data types such as
dates, and interval mappings which allow manipulation of
data that contains numeric intervals.

These mapping types can also represent many-to-one, one-
to-many or many-to-many relationships. For example, the
schema mapping can be joined, where multiple schema el-
ements from one user model are equivalent to one schema
element in another user model, and separated, where one
schema element is equivalent to multiple schema elements.
Multiple instance values can also be defined as equivalent
within a single mapping.

Similarly to existing integration tools, these generic map-
ping types can be used to construct mappings between user
models. The administrator must construct the entire map-
ping from the start each time, identifying every required
value and have a complete understanding of how it should
function. However, the generic mapping types can be com-
bined and stored with domain-specific information to create
user model mapping types that are more specialized for map-
ping between different categories of user information. In a
web-based system, these user model mapping types can be

reused by the administrator or shared with other adminis-
trators to build a large collection of relevant mappings in
the domain of interest.

A basic example of a user model mapping, as can be seen
in Table 1, would be the conversion of a numeric grade
to a text-based grade between user models where 11-20 =
Pass and 0-10 = Fail. If this mapping does not already ex-
ist, it could be created using the generic interval mapping
and saved as a user model mapping type, called for exam-
ple ”Convert grades from 0-20 to Pass/Fail”. This domain-
specific mapping would then be available to be reused any
time this conversion was required in a user model. The ad-
ministrator does not have to construct the entire mapping
and can just search and select it from a list of relevant user
model mappings.

Overall, the domain-aware approach to mapping has many
benefits. Potentially, there would be a large amount of
domain-specific mappings created in an area such as user
models. In a web-based system, there is significant poten-
tial for mapping reuse, collaborative mapping and improv-
ing automatic matching based on the analysis of existing
approved mappings. These domain-aware mapping types
should be more relevant and easier to find and implement
by an administrator who is not an expert in mapping tech-
niques.

The generic mapping types and subsequent user model
mapping types were identified using an evidence-based ap-
proach where existing education-based user models were an-
alyzed for potentially shareable information. The selected
systems are a representative sample of typical educational
web systems and use many common user modeling tech-
niques, such as the overlay approach in adaptive systems
[10], that would potentially be present in other systems’ user
models. More mapping types are likely to be included as the
analysis is expanded to other types of user data.

4. FEDERATED USER MODEL EXCHANGE
SERVICE (FUMES)

Providing a means to analyze the domain-aware approach
has led to the development of an interoperability system
called the Federated User Model Exchange Service (FUMES)
[31], shown in Figure 2. FUMES combines an administrator-
led mapping creation stage with an automatic mapping exe-
cution stage to provide a comprehensive user model interop-
erability process. To support both stages FUMES includes
two key components, the Mapping Tool and the Transla-
tion Service. Both of these components incorporate the two
domain-aware mechanisms, the canonical user model and
the user model mapping types, to provide greater support
in the complex task of mapping heterogeneous user models.

The Mapping Tool is a graphical tool for the manual cre-
ation of mappings between user models and is shown in Fig-
ure 3. The administrator can use this tool to perform a
number of tasks such as the graphical creation and testing of
user model mappings. Both domain-aware mechanisms are
supported within the Mapping Tool. The canonical model is
used in the visual creation of the mappings. This is funda-
mentally different to the majority of existing mapping tools
as it provides a clearer and more consistent visualization,
allowing the administrator to continually map to the same
user model structure. The canonical user model is based on
the IMS Learner Information Package (LIP) specification



Table 1: Mapping Type Examples

Generic Mapping Type Example

Schema equivalence value1 = valueA

Schema join value1 + value2 = valueA

Schema split value1 = valueA + valueB + valueC

Instance multiple value1[value2, value3] = valueA[valueB,valueC]

Instance join value1[value2] + value3[value4] = valueA[valueB]

Instance split value1[value2] = valueA[valueB] + valueC[valueD]

Numeric value1[value2] * 100 = valueA[valueB]

Interval value1(value2-value3) = valueA[valueB]

User Model Mapping Type Example

Basic name equivalence firstname = forename

Join first name & last name firstname + lastname = fullname

Split address into sections address = street + city + country

Convert user ids userid[jsmith, rjones] = userid[06125,00242]

Join SQL concepts concept[SQL1] + concept[SQL2] = concept[SQLA]

Split SQL concepts concept[SQL1] = concept[SQLA] + concept[SQLB]

Multiply grade by 100 score[0.8] * 100 = result[80]

Convert grades from 0-20 to Pass/Fail score[11-20,0-10] = grade[Pass,Fail]

[22]. The user model mapping types are also used in the
visual creation of mappings, allowing the administrator to
generate and reuse specialized user model mappings more
quickly. The mappings created by the Mapping Tool are
stored in the FUMES database for later use in exchanging
user models between systems. The mappings are saved as
XQuery, a powerful query and translation language, which
allows for the easy execution of mappings to exchange be-
tween XML-based user models.

When the administrator-led mapping creation stage has
been completed for a number of systems, FUMES can per-
form a mapping execution stage to automatically exchange
user information between those systems. The central point
for exchange is the Translation Service. This service handles
the management of the user model interchange and trans-
lates between the various user model representations. The
Translation Service uses the web service approaches REST
and SOAP to allow access to heterogeneous user models
and provides a means to transfer them between different
systems using common technological standards. Currently,
the Translation Service supports user models represented

in XML; the most commonly used format in existing web
systems. In the future, case study integrations will be con-
ducted with user models represented using semantic web
technologies such as RDF and OWL. The two domain-aware
mechanisms are also supported in the Translation Service.
The heterogeneous user models are translated into the com-
mon canonical user model representation during exchange
scenarios allowing greater control of the mapping execution.
The user model mappings also allow for easier maintenance
and potential performance gains, as fewer mappings are re-
quired compared to traditional mapping systems.

To date, all of the main aspects of FUMES have been
developed and deployed successfully in integration scenar-
ios with existing systems. Future work will address some
key challenges in the provision of long-term user model in-
teroperability using the domain-aware approach, specifically
focusing on sharing, reuse and collaboration within the sys-
tem. One of the key challenges of applying the domain-
aware approach is that the required mechanisms, such as
the canonical model, may not be available for new domains
and will need to be developed prior to using domain-aware
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Figure 2: FUMES Architecture

integration tools. Making this process quicker and easier
for administrators will be a key focus of future development
of the tool, however, the adoption of web-based technolo-
gies allows administrators to easily share and reuse different
canonical models. Similarly, the user model mappings can
be reused by the administrator or shared with other admin-
istrators to build a large collection of relevant mappings in
the domain of interest. Also, as mentioned in Section 3.1,
editing and extending the canonical model is important in
the integration of multiple heterogeneous user models and
greater support for this will be provided in future versions of
the tools, including the automatic editing of related existing
mappings.

5. EVALUATION OF DOMAIN-AWARE USER
MODEL INTEROPERABILITY

In the following section, a user-based evaluation of the
domain-aware approach to user model interoperability is
presented, consisting of the experimental setup used and
results.

5.1 Experimental Setup
The evaluation of the domain-aware approach to user model

interoperability consisted of a comparison of FUMES, which
contains the domain-aware mechanisms, and the commercial
mapping tool Altova Mapforce, in which a typical generic
mapping approach was applied. Experiment participants
were required to perform the mapping administrator role
and complete four mapping tasks using both FUMES and
Mapforce. The participants conducted the experiment in-
dividually and the order in which they used the tools was
alternated to account for any learning of the tasks during the
experiment. The evaluation was conducted initially with 12
participants who were all technically proficient and had lim-
ited experience in user models and mapping techniques. The

overall experiment duration was two hours, one hour for the
participant to use each tool. This included 20 minutes ba-
sic training in the tool using example mappings, 30 minutes
completing the mapping tasks, and 10 minutes completing
the feedback questionnaires.

The mapping tasks were chosen to represent typical map-
pings between multiple heterogeneous systems. The map-
ping tasks and user models were derived from existing sys-
tems and focus on general identification, assessment and
competency information in the area of SQL. The four user
models were retrieved from Sakai [27] and Moodle [25] which
are the two most popular open source Learning Management
Systems (LMS), an adaptive SQL web course based on the
APeLS system [15], and a web-based user modeling system,
CUMULATE [11]. The mapping tasks increase in difficultly
with the third and fourth tasks being more complex and re-
quiring more domain-specific knowledge than the first and
second tasks. In order to manage the total duration of the
experiment it was necessary to have a time limit associated
with each task. The first and second tasks were limited to
five minutes (300 seconds) and the third and fourth tasks
were limited to ten minutes (600 seconds). When the time
limit was reached the participants were asked to continue
to the next task. The mapping tasks are described in the
following sections.

Task 1 Map forename in UM1 to its equivalent in UM4.

This mapping task was the most basic and consisted
of a direct equivalence mapping between two equal el-
ements.

Task 2 Map the country from address in UM3 to its equiv-
alent in UM4.

This mapping task was a more difficult mapping that
required the tokenization of an address string and ex-
traction of the country segment.



Figure 3: FUMES Mapping Tool

Task 3 Map the finalscore for ”Final Exam” in ”Advanced
Database Systems” in UM3 to its equivalent in UM4.
Use the following to convert the finalscore: 11-20 =
Pass, 0-10 = Fail.

This mapping task was significantly more complex and
involved the identification of a numeric grade within a
course and its conversion to an equivalent text-based
course grade.

Task 4 Map the concept ”db.tables.populate.insert” in UM1
to its equivalent numeric knowledge value in UM2. Use
the following to convert the concept: concept exists =
0, concept does not exist = 1.

This mapping task was the most complex and involved
checking for the existence of a text-based competency
and its conversion to a numeric knowledge value.

The mapping tasks represented the identification, creation
and verification of executable mappings between existing
systems that could be used in a real user model exchange
scenario. Each of these tasks required the participants to
examine the user models, identify the appropriate section
of the source and target user models, select the appropriate
mapping type, and construct and test the mapping.

When using FUMES the participants used the domain-
aware approach represented by the domain-aware mecha-
nisms, the canonical user model and user model mapping
types. The canonical model in the experiment is based on
the IMS LIP specification [22] and represents general iden-
tification, assessment and competency information in the
area of SQL. To complete the tasks, 25 user model mapping
types were provided in FUMES which represented typical
mappings in user models in the area of identification, as-
sessment and competencies. In Mapforce, the participants
used a generic approach and mapped directly between the
user models using a selection of 10 relevant generic mapping
types to construct the mapping tasks.

5.2 Results
In the following section, the results from the experiment

are presented and analyzed. This includes an analysis of the
accuracy and duration of the mapping tasks and an analysis
of the overall usability of the mapping tool.

5.2.1 Mapping Accuracy and Duration
In this section the results of the mapping tasks in both

FUMES and Mapforce are compared for accuracy and du-
ration.

To analyze the accuracy a gold standard for each mapping
task was created. The gold standard consisted of the various
stages involved in successfully completing the mappings in
both tools. For each stage of each task an accuracy score was
given; 0 for incomplete or major errors, 0.5 for minor errors
or 1 for completed stages. The overall mean of these stages
was then used to calculate a percentage accuracy score for
each individual task and for the tasks overall.

As can been seen in Figure 4, task 1 had 100% accuracy in
both tools. This demonstrates that users can perform basic
equivalence mappings in both tools equally well. For task 2,
there is a difference in accuracy of 33%, in task 3 it is 30%
and in task 4 it is 20%. The decline in the difference could
indicate that it takes longer to learn how to map accurately
using the generic approach in Mapforce.

There was an overall difference in accuracy across all tasks
of 29%. Paired t-tests were carried out on the accuracy re-
sults and showed there is a statistically significant difference
in accuracy (p<0.001) between the domain-aware approach
in FUMES and the generic approach using Mapforce. These
results represent the mapping task accuracy within the spec-
ified time limits. It is possible that higher levels of accuracy
would be achievable in these tools if there were no time lim-
its applied.

To analyze the duration of the mapping tasks, the average
time taken in both FUMES and Mapforce to perform each of
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Figure 4: Task Accuracy Results

the mapping tasks was recorded. Each task had a time limit
to control the overall duration of the experiment. The first
and second tasks were limited to five minutes (300 seconds)
and the third and fourth tasks were limited to ten minutes
(600 seconds).

As can be seen in Figure 5, the first task is completed
much faster in Mapforce (47% of the allotted time in FUMES
vs 26% in Mapforce). The likely reason for this is because, in
Mapforce, no complex mapping components were required
for this task and the mapping could be created using a sim-
ple line connector between the equivalent parts of the user
model. FUMES uses the canonical model mapping approach
which, in these tasks, requires two mappings to the canoni-
cal model for every one direct mapping in generic approach.
Task 2 is completed faster in FUMES (68% of the allotted
time in FUMES vs 96% in Mapforce). This indicates that
participants took longer to learn how to use the generic map-
ping types in Mapforce. Durations for task 3 (90% of the
allotted time in FUMES vs 89% in Mapforce) and task 4
(81% of the allotted time in FUMES vs 90% in Mapforce)
are much closer indicating that the most complex mappings
were difficult to fully complete in both tools.
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Figure 5: Task Duration Results

The average time spent on all the mapping tasks in FUMES
is 76% of the maximum allotted time compared to 80% in
Mapforce. Paired t-tests show that this is not a statisti-
cally significant difference (p>0.05) so we can not conclude
that mapping is faster using the domain-aware approach.
However, a similar amount of time is required to perform
the mapping task in both tools. This result is important
because, as described in Section 3.1, the canonical model
approach requires more mappings than the direct approach

initially. However, as the number of systems increases, the
canonical approach will require less mappings than the direct
approach. Therefore the canonical model approach would
almost certainly be faster than the direct approach when
creating larger numbers of mappings between user models.

5.2.2 Mapping Tool Usability
Following the analysis of the accuracy and duration of

the mapping tasks, the overall usability of both tools was
analyzed. This was a questionnaire-based analysis consisting
of a System Usability Scale (SUS) [9] study followed by a
series of custom task and tool related questions.

SUS is a widely used and reliable questionnaire tool for
measuring the usability of a variety of products and services.
It generates a single value that can be used to determine the
usability of an individual system and to compare the usabil-
ity of multiple systems. To determine the relative value of
the SUS score an adjective rating scale can be applied [5].
FUMES obtained a SUS score of 72 that indicates a ”good”
level of usability and Mapforce obtained a score of 50 that
indicates ”ok” usability.

Following the SUS study, the participants were asked a
number of custom task and tool related questions. The re-
sponses are summarized in Figure 6. For all of these ques-
tions a more positive response was recorded when using
FUMES compared to Mapforce. The participants stated
that it was easier to complete the tasks in FUMES and that
they found FUMES more helpful. They also found it easier
to navigate the user models, and to identify, create and test
mappings using FUMES.
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Figure 6: Task Related Results

To gain further understanding of how the participants
viewed both tools a number of open questions were also
presented to the participants. The participants were asked
which aspects of the tools they liked. For FUMES the most
common responses were the general ease-of-use of the user
interface and the ability to use user model mapping types.
For Mapforce, the most common responses were the navi-
gation and drag and drop functionality and the ability to
create and link mapping types.

The participants were also asked what aspects of the tools



they disliked. In this case, the most common responses for
FUMES were related to the layout, buttons and xml view-
ing in the testing area. For Mapforce, the most common
responses were selecting mapping types and creating map-
pings and the cluttered user interface when there are multi-
ple mappings between user models.

Finally, participants were asked to directly compare the
mapping approaches (i.e. direct mapping or canonical model
mapping) and mapping creation (i.e. generic mapping types
or user model mapping types) of the two tools. 67% of
participants stated that they found the FUMES mapping
approach easier to use. The most common comments were
that it was easier to create mappings in the user model do-
main using the canonical model. However, some noted the
domain-specific nature of the user interface and questioned
its applicability to other domains. 33% of participants also
stated that they preferred the direct mapping approach with
most comments stating that they found that approach more
intuitive. 100% of participants stated that they found it
easier to create mappings in FUMES. The most common
comments were that the user model mappings were more
relevant and easier to use.

6. DISCUSSION
The results provided by the user study have generated a

number of interesting insights into the impact of the domain-
aware approach to user model interoperability.

Mapforce was chosen to deploy a generic mapping ap-
proach in this experiment as it was one of the best mapping
tools available and one of the few tools which could create
and execute the required complex mappings. Its graphical
interface was also more independent of any translation lan-
guage and did not require the administrator to have specific
skills to start mapping. Mapforce is a large commercial tool
and contains many more features than were used in this
experiment. However, the results of the experiment demon-
strate that for mapping tasks in a restricted domain, the
domain-aware approach in FUMES performs better than the
generic approach when using Mapforce.

The domain-aware approach in FUMES provides a signif-
icant increase in accuracy and has similar mapping duration
except in the case of the most basic equivalence mappings.
Many of these basic equivalence mappings could also poten-
tially be completed through the introduction of an automatic
matching tool which will be incorporated into FUMES in
the future. Across the tasks, there is a decrease in the accu-
racy difference between tools indicating that Mapforce may
take longer to learn how to use. There is a significant in-
crease in duration of mappings from more simple mappings
to more complex mappings. The more complex mappings
took approximately three times longer than the more basic
mappings. This suggests that mapping tools should provide
more support in the completion of complex mappings.

The domain-aware approach in FUMES also provides bet-
ter usability than the generic approach in Mapforce. This
was demonstrated using both the SUS questionnaire and the
tool and task related questions. It is possible that some of
the recorded improvement in usability was as a result of the
general layout and appearance of the user interface. How-
ever, this is likely to be negligible as the most significant
differences in the design of FUMES when compared to Map-
force result from the use of the domain-aware mechanisms.

While the mapping accuracy and duration analysis was

focused on assessing the overall impact of the domain-aware
approach on user model mapping, the usability study also
gave some insights into the impact of the individual domain-
aware mechanisms. The answers and comments from the
participants clearly state that the user model mapping types
were preferred to the generic mapping types although some
users preferred the flexibility of linking different mapping
types in Mapforce. The use of the canonical model mapping
approach was also preferred but not as conclusively. One
third of users preferred the direct mapping approach used
in Mapforce which suggests that further analysis may be re-
quired in order to determine if the canonical model approach
is suitable for all users in all interoperability scenarios.

Overall, the evaluation has provided interesting insights
into many aspects of the domain-aware approach. However,
there are also other areas where experimentation could be
performed in the future to examine the approach in further
detail. These include examining the performance of users
with varying skill sets, investigating the evolution of the
domain-aware mechanisms over time with a small group of
long-term users, and examining use in other domains.

7. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has described the development and evaluation

of a novel approach to user model interoperability called the
domain-aware approach. This approach differs from exist-
ing generic approaches by incorporating domain knowledge
in tools and processes to support complex mapping tasks in
specific domains. For user model interoperability, this ap-
proach is encapsulated in a system called FUMES. FUMES
supports the creation of mappings between heterogeneous
user models and the execution of those mappings to ex-
change user models between multiple systems. The domain-
aware approach is provided in FUMES through two mech-
anisms: a canonical user model and user model mapping
types. Both of these components provide domain knowl-
edge that can support an administrator in the complex task
of mapping user models.

The evaluation of the domain-aware approach in FUMES
consisted of a direct comparison with a generic approach
to user model mapping using an existing commercial map-
ping tool, Altova Mapforce. This evaluation took the form
of a user study which examined both tools for mapping ac-
curacy, duration and overall usability. The results of the
evaluation were presented and they demonstrated that the
domain-aware approach provides significant improvements
in accuracy and usability while maintaining the speed of
the majority of the mapping process. Overall, the results
demonstrate that incorporating domain knowledge within
the tools and processes allows administrators to perform
better in what is typically the very complex and difficult
task of mapping user models.
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